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LLK expands kitchen equipment range and launches loan service  

Linda Lewis Kitchens (LLK) - a leading distributor of kitchen equipment and Cuppone pizza 

ovens in the UK - has introduced a new range of price competitive Planetary mixers to its 

portfolio of kitchen equipment. In addition, the company has unveiled a new after-sales loan 

service for its popular range of meat slicers, dough mixers and former rollers, in the event of 

breakdown. 

 

Commonly found in schools, hotels, restaurants, cafes and hospitals, and ideal for all types 

of mixing, beating, and whisking, the new heavy-duty Planetary mixers include 10Ltr and 

20Ltr models that come without a mincing attachment hub. Providing premium design and 

performance at value prices, these models are extremely versatile and provide a cost-

effective solution for those kitchens that do not mince onsite. A range of 10Ltr, 20Ltr, and 

30Ltr mixers complete with mincing attachment hub is also available for those kitchens that 

do require on site mincing.  

 

Meanwhile, a new after-sales loan service is now available for the company’s range of 

medium and heavy-duty Italian sourced meat slicers, dough mixers and former rollers. In the 

event of breakdown, not only will the company’s onsite engineer diagnose and fix the 

problem, but a loan machine will be provided free of charge until the machine is repaired - 

even if it’s outside of its warranty period. 
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Managing Director of LLK, Linda Lewis comments: “We are always looking for innovative 

and ‘value-added’ ways in which to meet and exceed the needs of our all customers, and 

this latest range of mixers provides a cost-effective yet versatile option for those kitchens 

that don’t wish to pay a premium for certain features that are unlikely to ever be used. 

 

“Furthermore, our new loan service is testament to our commitment to providing a quality 

and reliable after-sales service. Malfunctions can occur with any equipment, but in the 

event of breakdown, it’s important to ensure the continued smooth operation of the kitchen. 

For us, it’s all about going that extra mile to make life easier for our customers,” adds Linda. 

 

For further information on the company’s range of mixers and slicers, visit http://www.linda-

lewis.co.uk or call 0161 633 5797. 
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PHOTO-CAPTION: 

Pictured here; the latest 10L Planetary economy 

mixer that provides premium design and 

performance at a value price. It is ideal for those 

kitchens that do not require a mincing option. A 20L 

version is also available.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Founded in 1963 by the three Cuppone brothers in Treviso, Italy, the Cuppone brand has 

grown to become one of the most renowned names in pizza making throughout the world. 

Celebrating 50 years of creating the finest stone-baked pizzas in 2013, today Cuppone use 

the latest modern technology and half a century’s experience to make the art of quality pizza 

making pure simplicity for both gourmet restaurants and smaller food eateries. Linda Lewis 

Kitchens is the sole importer of Cuppone equipment into the UK and also offers a range of 

other catering equipment including food preparation equipment, grills and fryers, and other 

catering products for the fast food sector.  

 


